
Common Cues, What They Mean, and How to Use Them

Beginner Level

Cue What Why How Notes

Pet’s
NAME

Used to gain
the dog’s
attention

Use to begin a behavior
(“Sparky, SIT”), disrupt a
behavior for redirection,
or recall (COME when
called)

Say the dog’s name.
When they look at you,
bridge (“Good,”) and
reward.

If he doesn’t look right
away, make sure to wait
two seconds before
repeating the cue. Use a
high encouraging voice
and work with few
distractions to create
success

WATCH Used to gain
and keep the
dog’s attention
by making eye
contact

Dogs naturally feel
uncomfortable making
eye contact.WATCH
creates a positive
association and teaches
the dog that it is
rewarding to stay focused
on you in a distracting
circumstance

Use the dog’s NAME to
capture their attention
and then put a treat to
their nose, pulling it
back to your face to
point at your eyes.
When the dog makes
eye contact (by looking
at the treat), bridge and
reward with a treat
from your other hand

Over time, increase the
duration of their staring
at you before the final
reward. You may bridge
more than once over a
longer period of time to
let the dog know they
are doing it right and a
reward is on the way!

TOUCH Dog touches
your hand (or
target object)
on cue

Sets the foundation for
targeting behaviors. Can
be used to keep the dog’s
focus while other
uncomortable things are
happening (like
administering vaccination
shots or grooming). Can
be used to pull the dog’s
attention away from
something arousing or
inappropriate by asking
them to leave the
situation and comet o
you so they can TOUCH

Present your hand, palm
out and fingers pointing
down, holding a treat
against your palm with
your thumb and say,
“TOUCH.” When the
dog touches your hand
(to get the treat), bridge
and reward with a treat
from your other hand

Don’t allow the dog to
take the treat from your
TOUCH target hand, so
he learns there doesn’t
have to be a treat in
your hand to target it.
Over time, increase the
amount of time the dog
holds his nose to your
palm before bridging
and rewarding



Beginner Level (continued)

Cue What Why How Notes

SIT Butt on the
ground,
forelegs
standing
straight.

Used to replace problem
behaviors like jumping.
Most effective when
rewarded often for a
“natural” sit (when the
dog sits on his own
without prompt,
especially instead of
jumping!), not just on
cue.

Hold a treat to the dog’s
nose, palm up, and
slowly raise your palm
up over their head,
causing them to look up
and their butt will
naturally sit. Bridge and
reward from your other
hand when his butt
touches the floor.

If the dog tries
standing/jumping up,
you are moving too fast
or your hand is too far
away from their head.
Hold the treat firmly
between your thumb
and palm so they can
see/smell but your hand
is in an open palm
formation - a fist is not
as clear of a hand signal!
You can say, “SIT,” while
performing the hand
signal, but for many
dogs they understand
the hand signal easier at
first. Remember to wait
two seconds before
repeating the verbal
command!

DOWN Butt and
forelegs on
ground in
either Sphinx
or settled to
one side.

Used for greater control
as an alternative to
problem behaviors. Also
most effective when
rewarded often for a
“natural” down, not just
on cue.

Ask the dog into a SIT
first. Then turn your
hand palm down and
slowly move your hand
to the ground between
their paws, causing their
forelegs to drop.

If they stand up, your
hand may be too close
or too far away from
their face - each dog is
different so try different
distances! If they refuse
to lie down, it may be
the floor surface
(especially cold or
slippery surfaces can be
uncomfortably on their
belly) - try on a towel or
cot instead.



Beginner Level (continued)

Cue What Why How Notes

OFF The dog is
jumping
against
gate/person
and asked to
return all paws
to the ground.

Important as a
terminating cue to end
the jumping behavior and
redirect to offer an
alternative behavior such
as SIT, DOWN, STAY.
Gives the handler more
control over resources
such as entry/gates and
attention (people).

Use body blocking or
redirection. Remember
to bridge and reward
once all four paws touch
the ground.

If jumping on a gate, put
yourself between the
dog and the gate while
saying, “OFF.” If jumping
on you, turn and walk
away while saying,
“OFF,” without giving
any other attention to
the behavior (such as
pushing or holding their
feet). Make sure to wait
two seconds before
repeating the cue to
give the dog time to
register the command
under distracting
circumstances.

LEAVE IT The dog is
asked to leave
an object alone
before contact
is made.

Used when a dog is
guarding a resource,
antagonizing another pet,
or an item is dropped
that the dog should not
have (such as tissue,
medication, poop, etc.)
The dog is rewarded for
leaving the item alone or
redirected to offer an
alternative behavior (like
SIT andWATCH).

Place a treat on the
floor and cover with
your hand or foot and
say, “LEAVE IT.” Once
the dog has stopped
trying to get to the
treat, bridge and reward
from your other hand or
pick up the treat and
give it to them.

Do not let the dog get
the treat from the floor
themselves - this
prevents them from
rushing to reward
themselves (which could
be deadly in the case of
dropped medication).
Over time, add distance
between you and the
dog before going back
to pick up, bridge, and
reward. Add difficulty by
dropping the treat and
saying, “LEAVE IT,” -
start from a smallish
height, working up to
dropping from
counter-height. The
extra movement makes
it extra difficult to
ignore but is more
similar to real-world
application.



Beginner Level (continued)

Cue What Why How Notes

TOO
MUCH

The dog is
asked to
reduce the
level of
agitation or
behavior
without
extinguishing
the behavior
entirely.

Used during play when
vocalisations, jumping,
wrestling, etc. begins to
escalate to where the
dogs are no longer
communicating
effectively or
cooperatively. (Play
growls become snarls,
humping is received with
snapping, barking
becomes incessant). The
dog is allowed to
continue behavior, as
long as it is with a calmer
approach.

Use body blocking to
separate play. Wait until
the dog has calmed
briefly or has shown a
calming signal (like
shake off, look away,
bow, etc.), bridge, and
allow dog to return to
play. The play is the
reward.

The dog is allowed to
return to his original
activity or play partner.

ENOUGH The dog is
asked to
terminate
behavior.

Used to interrupt a
behavior before it can
escalate to potentially
dangerous levels. The dog
is redirected to an
alternative, more
appropriate, behavior.
Make sure to reward the
absence of the
terminated behavior.

Use body blocking or
leash to interrupt the
behavior and wait until
the dog has calmed
briefly or has shown a
calming signal (like
shake off, look away,
bow, etc.), bridge, and
allow the dog to return
to play.

Redirect the dog to an
alternative play partner
or behavior to prevent
them from returning to
the original behavior
that is being terminated
with the ENOUGH cue.
If the ENOUGH cue is
given and the dog elects
on his own to redirect to
a more appropriate
behavior, bridge and
give a verbal reinforcer.
In this case, being
allowed to continue
with whatever he has
redirected to can
alternatively count as
the reward.


